--------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT-----------------------------------------------------------
I. INTRODUCTION
Article [1] has presented a practical guide to programming with GNU GMP big number library, including the data type, the conditional expressions, the incremental treatment, the loops and the pointer arguments in coding skills. It is really a necessary reference for a programmer who programs with big number libraries. However, the article omitted two more important things in programming with big number libraries, the prohibition of using recursive functions and the corresponding algorithm design that should avoid using the recursive functions. This article makes a supplement on the two issues.
II. RECURSIVE FUNCTION AND STACK MANAGEMENT OF OS
School textbooks, as [2] and [3] , tell us that, recursive function is a subroutine that can call itself as part of its execution. A typical recursive function, say the function RecursiveProc, is illustrated by the following C++ pseudo-codes.
//============ C++ pseudo-codes ============== type RecursiveProc (ParaLists) //Computing some other things return res; } //======================================== Schoolbooks also tell us, any time a recursive function is called, a stack is used to save the 'ParaLists' and the more arguments in the 'ParaLists' the bigger size of the stack is required. In another word, a recursive function is always companied with a stack's pushing-and-popping operations. Now comes a question how big a size of a stack can own. Actually, the answer to this question depends on at least two factors: the compiling system that is used to compile the source codes and the Operation System (OS). Referring to the manual of Visual Studio 2010, for example, it can see that, on Windows System, either 32 bits or
III. ABANDON USING RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
By the relationship between a recursive program and the stack it uses, one can draw a conclusion that, the size of 1Mb's stack might be enough for a conventional recursive computation that might manage several Kb's stack, but for a large number computing, the 1Mb's stack is never enough. Let's take an example in finding an integer's divisor. According to article [4] , an odd integer N=pq such that 3 pq will have its divisor p to be found in the interval ( 1 , ( ) 
The above computing procedure is a typical binary search one. If N is small, the procedure can work well. But when N is a big number, the procedure will cause a 'stack overflow' error, as RBarry Young declaimed in [5] . Why such problem occurs? Taking a not very large number N=1123877887715932507 as an example, one can see
, which results in costing a vast overflow stack even through a binary recursive search.
Consequently, abandon using recursive procedure is a regulation in programming with large number library.
IV. CONVERT RECURSIVE PROCEDURE INTO NON-RECURSIVE ONE
Now that a recursive procedure cannot work with big number programming, it is necessary to convert a recursive procedure to a non-recursive one. Such conversional work has early been investigated. For example, the articles [6] and [7] both explored how to turn a recursive algorithm into a non-recursive one. There are various approaches to turn recursive algorithms to their non-recursive ones. This article does not intend to show their details. As an example, here is introduced a frequently used approach in finding an integer that has the greatest common divisor (GCD) with an integer N in an interval [ 
V. INSTANCE OF BIG NUMBER COMPUTATION
This section presents an example of factoring a big odd number. The example is to realize the approach that was introduced in [4] .
Lemma and Algorithm
Lemma 1 Suppose N is an odd composite number; then N can be factorized in at most Step 4. If FindGCD(N,ll) 
Numerical Tests
Applying the previous codes to test factorizing some big numbers reveals expected results. Table1 1 shows the experimental results, which are made on a PC with an Intel Xeon E5450 CPU and 4GB memory. 
III. CONCLUSION
GMP and MPFR big number libraries are conventional tools that are frequently used in scientific computations. Programming with these libraries requires a programmer to know their essences. Use non-recursive process is a rule for the programming. As stated in this article, proper algorithm design is a key to the problem. As an example, I list the source codes and hope it a valuable reference to the related developers and also hope to lear more.
